
  

EXCEL: Seven dandy keyboard (gotta love them) shortcuts 
 

Some of these are repeated from earlier tips – some are new.  
How many are you using? 
 

1. Instead of clicking the  (AutoSum) or typing =sum( press [ALT]= 

• If you are sitting at the bottom of a column of numbers (or at the end of a row of 
numbers) – it will display the suggested equation (just like the  button will). 

• If you pre-select a group of cells and press [ALT]= it will automatically display the 
answer (sum). 

2. FILL DOWN: If you are sitting in a cell BENEATH a cell that contains an equation that 
you’d like to copy down to your location – don’t. Press [CTRL] D (think D for Down) and 
the equation will automatically be copied down to this next cell. Same with [CTRL] R 
(think R for Right): If you are sitting in a cell to the immediate right of a cell that contains 
an equation that you’d like to copy down to your location – press [CTRL] R instead. 

3. To enter the same value in a range of cells: select the range, then type the number – 
BUT instead of pressing [ENTER]…press [CTRL][ENTER]. Saves you having to copy. 

4. TOGGLE FORMULAS ON and OFF: Press [CTRL] ` (located immediately below the [ESC] 
key. All formulas in the entire spreadsheet will be exposed. The only downside to this: it 
widens all your columns (only temporarily and visually) so you’ll likely have to scroll to 
see the formulas you originally intended to see. 

5. CURRENCY FORMAT: Select the cells, then press [CTRL][SHFT]4. It’s easier to remember 
than you might think. How do you normally obtain (type) a $ sign? You press [SHFT] and 
the number 4. Well…just add the [CTRL] key – and you’ve got the CURRENCY FORMAT 
applied. 

6. PERCENTAGE FORMAT: Same idea as the Currency Format shortcut. It’s [CTRL][SHFT]5 
because the % is above the number 5. 

7. INSTANTLY APPLY THE MEDIUM DATE FORMAT: select the date-filled cells and press 
[CTRL][SHFT]3. It will take 09/06/17 and display it as: 9-Jun-17. 
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